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5

Abstract6

As Bitcoin?s popularity increases so does the familiarity with cryptocurrencies in general.7

Ethereum is one of the most popular platforms in the cryptocurrency world. Development of a8

cryptocurrency using programming language Solidity and Ethereum platform is presented in9

this paper. Following the development, possible utilization of this cryptocurrency will be10

discussed.11

12

Index terms— crypto currency, security, systemstructure, ethereum.13

1 Introduction14

odern human civilization is based on the trade process. By the means of trading, people from the original15
communities managed to obtain the necessary resources they could not produce or procure in any other way,16
while at the same time exchanging their products and resources for other resources [1]. Later, currencies were17
introduced, so that they could be traded more easily, and exchanged for various necessary resources.18

With the emergence of currencies, the first centralized entities that take control and distribution of currencies19
also appear, thereby enabling or disabling participants in the free market [2]. In this way, the absolute ownership20
of money belongs to small groups of people, which are mostly its richest owners who determinerules of the game21
and participation in systems where certain currencies are used.22

One solution to this problem of lack of freedom in trade mediation, as well as the control of total capital by a23
third entity was found in cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies as a concept allow for creation of the representation24
of material goods by relying on the cryptographic integrity of use, regardless of the field of application or usage25
of money. With their use, it is possible to have a distributed and decentralized system of trade with money that26
has an equal value among all the entities participating in the exchange.27

In this paper, Chapter 2 gives an overview of the cryptocurrencies. Chapter 3 describes the Ethereum platform.28
Chapter 4 explains the notion of smart contracts, while in Chapter 5 we deal with the creation of cryptocurrencies29
using the Ethereum platform. Chapter 6 gives the conclusions of the work outlined in the previous chapters.30

2 II.31

3 Cryptocurrencies32

Cryptocurrencies were designed with the same purpose as the standard currencies -to enable people to exchange33
goods more easily. However, what distinguishes the existing cryptocurrencies from the standard currencies is34
the way they are issued, as well as how financial transactions are performed. Instead of the standard situation35
where the central bank issues and affects the value of money, with cryptocurrencies this process is completely36
decentralized. The way in which this is done is precisely the usage of cryptographic methods.37

Cryptocurrencies as a concept tookthe attention of the publicin January 2009, with the emergence of Bitcoin38
-the first cryptocurrency that is at the same time a decentralized payment system [3]. Designed by, until that39
moment unknown, Satoshi Nakamoto, the main purpose of Bitcoin was to create a fully decentralized currency,40
where mediation of financial institutions is not necessary for its exchange [4].41

Given that there is no centralized financial institution, such as a central bank or money mint, how are42
cryptocurrencies created and how is their value determined? In the case of Bitcoin, like the vast majority43
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of other cryptocurrencies, the mining process creates cryptocurrencies that are then distributed to ”miners”44
by a particular algorithm, most often using the Proof of Work algorithm [5]. Mining represents the process45
of recording and confirming transactions within the decentralized network into the chain of blocksblockchain.46
Blockchain represents a distributed database representing the history of all recorded transactions made using47
Bitcoin [6]. The constituent element of the blockchain is a block -the currently active part of a database that48
records all or most of the recent transactions [7]. Each block contains a reference to the previous block in the49
chain, all the way to the initial block -genesis block. In the case of Bitcoin, as a reference cryptocurrency, each50
block also contains a ”puzzle” that must be solved so that the block can be marked as completed. It is in the51
form of conditions that a cryptographic hash function must satisfy for a certain value. The first value that52
permits the fulfillment of the puzzle is the solution of the block and the computer (or groups of computers) that53
participated in its calculation is rewarded for the spent computer resources. The award is presented in the form54
of Bitcoin, which is then distributed among the participants in mining. Initially, 50 Bitcoins were awarded for55
solving each block, but this amount is reduced after every 210,000 blocks resolved so that Bitcoin’s inflow would56
be proportional to their value and the difficulty of puzzles added to each new block ??8].57

4 III.58

5 Ethereum59

Ethereum is a distributed open source platform that uses blockchain to enable usage of smart contracts. By60
applying virtualization techniques, it is possible to execute various commands like on a distributed nodal network.61
Ether denomination is used as the propelling agent of these commands (transactions). In this way, it prevents62
accumulation of irrational tasks in the nodes of the network.63

Due to the collapse of The DAO organization, the Ethereum has collapsed into two chains. The chain with64
a smaller number of users got the new name Ethereum Classic, while the popular bridle retained the old name.65
This happened because of a security breach in one of the applications, where attackers managed to return the66
Ether over recursive calls several times before updating the balance of the smart contract itself. Unfortunately,67
it turned out that it is not possible to easily undo new transactions. Due to disagreement over whether the ether68
should be returned to the original owners, at the expense of some of the basic principles of functioning of the69
platform, or other optioncontinuation without changes, the aforementioned division occurred.70

IV.71

6 Smart Contracts72

Smart contracts are one of the features of the cryptocurrencies and the decentralized payment system Ethereum.73
They allow that on a particular Ethereum address, there is a computer program along with it’s associated data74
(its state) which enables automatic cryptocurrency management ??9]. Changes made by calling this program75
are recorded and registered in Ethereum blockchain. Smart deals are presented with Turing’s complete machine,76
but there are opinion currents which suggest that it is not the best solution in the case of smart contracts [10].77

Each Ethereum smart contract is executed on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), so there is a degree of78
isolation of smart contracts from the operating system where it is executed. In addition, there is a degree of79
isolation between other smart contracts that are executed on the same EVM instance. The Ethereum address of80
a smart contract, unlike the Ethereum user address that represents its public key, is determined using the public81
key of the creator, the time when the contract was created and the number of transactions that the owner of the82
smart contract has done [11].83

Based on this, we can conclude that smart contracts have been made by their creators and owners.84
When performing each transaction using smart contracts, each transaction is charged by a certain amount of85

”gas” resource -which at the time of writing this work is 0.00000002 ether or 22312210827 wei. The gas is a value86
derived from the ethereum used to charge the use of the Ethereum Transaction Processing Network and is set87
by the transaction maker so that it is possible that persons who mine transactions refuse to execute transaction88
due to an unfavorable gas pric e ??12].89

Ethereum smart contracts are written using the Solidity programming language that supports concepts from90
object-oriented languages, such as inheritance and static typing ??13]. Because of the possibilities it provides91
and because it is based on already existing programming languages, Solidity allows you to create a large number92
of different smart contracts. As it is possible to observe from the above example, there are minimal barriers to93
the development of smart contracts using the Solidity programming language, judging by the fact that it is based94
on the syntax of different programming languages, such as C and Java.95

V.96

7 Usage of Solidity and Ethereum97

Platform for Creating a Cryptocurrency As we defined in the introduction, cryptocurrencies as a concept allow98
for creation of representations of material goods, relying on the cryptographic integrity of use, independentfrom99
the field of application or usage of money.100
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The cryptocurrency we will create will be different in contrast to Bitcoin or Ethereum. Namely, we will101
have an administrator of the cryptocurrency who will represent it’s owner, who can also create new instances of102
cryptocurrencies. The crypto administrator will be a person with a specific Ethereum address. It is possible that103
the crypto administrator is an address belonging to a smart contract that can automatically, if it is so constructed,104
create and cancel the amount of cryptocurrency in relation to another external factor (such as aligning with a105
course of another currency or even the movement of another cryptocurrency). In addition, it is important to note106
that, for the purposes of the case, we will not use Proof of Work [14], Proof of Stake [15] or Proof of Burn [16].107

Launching a smart contract, and therefore cryptocurrency, is done using Ethereum Wallet [17]. To begin108
the development of cryptocurrency, it is necessary to have a minimal set of functionalities: the collection of all109
addresses with the amounts of our cryptocurrency, the initial amount of cryptocurrency, the address where the110
initial amount of cryptocurrency is located (in our case crypto administrator), and a function that allows the111
transfer of cryptocurrencies between different addresses (which may belong to other people or smart contracts,112
and are linked to the Ethereum network). With the example code above, after loading it as a smart contract113
within Ethereum Wallet, we have the ability to distribute cryptocurrencies to other interested parties. As already114
stated, in order for the smart contract to become active and in order for it to be correct, it is necessary to spend115
a certain amount of gas, which represents a kind of fee paid to the Miners of the Ethereum network in order to116
confirm the creation of smart contract and transactions belonging to it.117

Adding cryptocurrency administrators is done by inheriting a smart contract that defines the behavior of the118
cryptocurrency administrator. A description of the behavior that needs to be implemented in a smart contract119
for cryptocurrency administrator is contained within the Solidity documentation ??120

8 Conclusion121

The application of the concepts outlined in this paper opens numerousinteresting possibilities. Creating different122
cryptocurrencies is simple with this kind of infrastructure, and on the otherside, there is great freedom in terms123
of the amount of currency in circulation as well as the way transactions are performed.124

Such a concept is applicable in different scenarios.One of the most interesting is the game industry.In fact,125
computer games are one of the first examples of virtual currencies. It is often the case thata game allows you126
to purchase different items and functionalities. A virtual currency is a simple way of transferring value from127
one game to another, as well as it’s transformation into other goods. This is especially interesting for smaller128
development teams that can have significant benefits by merging into an ecosystem with other teams using a129
common cryptocurrency. 1130
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